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straight/Lateral Repair Information  
& Instruction Manual

YOU WILL NEED

 
 
A WORD ON PACKERS
Packers have diameter ranges stamped on one end. Please  
ensure you select the correct packer appropriate for the job you  
are undertaking. Be sure not to select a Radius packer for a straight re-
pair.

A NOTE ON RESIN
Available in three varieties, Winter, Summer and Fastpatch. 

Please take site conditions into consideration. eg. site temperature, loca-
tion of repair within pipe and access.

PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKLIST

Check packer and repair kit are the correct size for the repair.  
 
Pipe has been cleaned, CCTV surveyed and push rods are  
marked at the correct distance from the point of repair. 
 
Groundsheet is out to prevent contamination of the working  
area and everything is to hand before starting work (wire cutters, Stanley 
knife). 
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Winter (W) Resin
Temp Work Time Cure Time

8°C (33°F) 20-22 mins 100-120 mins
13°C (55°F) 18-20 mins 90-110 mins
18°C (64°F) 16-19 mins 75-100 mins
23°C (73°F) 15-17 mins 60-70 mins
28°C (82°F) 10-12 mins 45-55 mins
33°C (91°F) 7-9 mins 40-45 mins

Summer (S) Resin
Temp Work Time Cure Time

8°C (33°F) 45-48 mins 150-300 mins
13°C (55°F) 41-45 mins 130-150 mins
18°C (64°F) 32-35 mins 120-135 mins
23°C (73°F) 30-32 mins 90-100 mins
28°C (82°F) 20-23 mins 70-85 mins
33°C (91°F) 14-16 mins 65-75 mins

1. RSM Pipe Aid Patch Repair Kit

2. Appropriate Packer

3.  Air Supply (air compressor  
or hand pump)

4. Air Pressure Regulator

5. Flexible Airline or Air Push Rods

6. CCTV drain camera

7. Jetter and brushes

8. Correct PPE

9. Basic tool kit



Check resin expiry date & packer for defects.

Packer Prep: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Insert packer inside two polythene sleeves, cut to size if needed and 
secure using tie wraps on each end.  
 
Pierce one small hole at each end of the protective sleeves to allow air to 
escape. 

Mixing the Resin:

1. Open glass matting on groundsheet, shiny side up.  
 
2.  Remove the two black safety caps from each end of the sealing cap and 

pull on the two ends of the resin bag. 

3.  Knead or shake thoroughly for a minimum of 1 minute until the resin is 
a consistent colour and there is no marbling.  

Important: Once mixed, the resin must be applied and packer installed 
within the working time of the resin used.  
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Impregnating the Patch:  

1.  Make a cut at one corner of the bag, pouring 50-60% of the resin 
directly on to the centre of the glass matting. 

 
2. Using the spatula, work the resin across towards the edges. 

Folding Patch: 

 
1.  Fold along the right hand coloured stitch fold line, inwards towards 

centre. Use one third of remaining resin on folded side, spread out 
evenly. 

2.  Fold remaining left hand coloured stitch fold line and repeat the process 
using approx half of the remaining resin. 

3.  Turn patch over, use the remaining resin and spread evenly ensuring 
edges are coated.

Do not remove excess resin from the patch.
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Rolling around the Packer: 

 

 
1. Centre the packer on the edge of the patch. 
 
2.  Roll around the packer - place the packer on the patch with the air 

connection and adapter to the right. This ensures the open edge of the 
overlap is facing away from the direction of entry |into the pipe, and 
avoids snagging during insertion.

Securing to Packer: 

 
1.  Fix the patch onto the packer using the two wire ties provided, 25mm (1 

inch) from each end of the patch using three light twists. 

2.  Trim excess using wire cutters and inflate the packer slightly  
if needed to achieve a tighter fit.   

Never attempt to install a patch which has not been secured 
to the packer correctly – this may cause the patch to move  
along the packer. 
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Installing Packer: 
 
Insert the packer into the pipe to the point of repair as marked  
on the push rods prior to installation. 
 
Inflate the packer to the recommended working pressure,  
these are found on the end of the packer.  
 
Seek advice from the technical team at RSM if pipes are  
badly damaged.  
 
Curing:  
 
Monitor pressure using regulator or stop end gauge – do not allow 
pressure to drop until the patch has fully cured.  
 
Only remove packer once resin is fully cured – use excess resin  
as a guide as well as curing time guidelines.  
 
Once cured remove the packer using attached rope. Post survey 
completed WRC repair.  
 
For Health and Safety queries please refer to Material Safety  
Data Sheets.
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bolting arrangement for packer wheels

150mm ID Pipe

200mm ID Pipe

250mm ID Pipe

Packer Codes 15/25/** Packer Codes 30/40/** Packer Codes 20/30/**

300mm ID Pipe

350mm ID Pipe

400mm ID Pipe

200mm ID Pipe

250mm ID Pipe

300mm ID Pipe

Packer Codes 45/60/**

450mm ID Pipe 51/600mm ID Pipe
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